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experience a drastic reduction in transactional throughput (up
to 74.6%) and analytical throughput (up to 49.8%) compared
to when transactional and analytical workloads run in isolation.
This is because the mechanisms used to provide data freshness
and consistency induce a significant amount of data movement
between the CPU cores and main memory. Second, HTAP
systems often fail to provide effective performance isolation.
These systems suffer from severe performance interference
because of the high resource contention between transactional
workloads and analytical workloads. Our goal in this work is to
develop an HTAP system that overcomes these problems while
achieving all three of the desired HTAP properties, with new
architectural techniques.
We propose a novel system for in-memory HTAP databases
called Polynesia. The key insight behind Polynesia is to partition the computing resources into two isolated new custom
processing islands: transactional islands and analytical islands.
An island is a hardware–software co-designed component specialized for specific types of queries. Each island consists of
(1) a replica of data for a specific workload, (2) an optimized
execution engine (i.e., the software that executes queries), and
(3) a set of hardware resources (e.g., computation units, memory) that cater to the execution engine and its memory access
patterns.
Polynesia meets all desired properties from an HTAP system
in three ways. First, by employing processing islands, Polynesia
enables workload-specific optimizations for both transactional
and analytical workloads (first desired HTAP property). Second, we design new hardware accelerators to add specialized
capabilities to each island, which we exploit to optimize the performance of several key HTAP algorithms. This includes new
accelerators and modified algorithms to propagate transactional
updates to analytical islands (§5) and to maintain a consistent
view of data across the system (§6). Such new components
ensure data freshness and data consistency in our HTAP system
(second desired HTAP property). Third, we tailor the design
of transactional and analytical islands to fit the characteristics
of transactional and analytical workloads. The transactional
islands use dedicated CPU hardware resources (i.e., multicore
CPUs and multi-level caches) to execute transactional workloads since transactional queries have cache-friendly access
patterns [20–22]. The analytical islands leverage processing-inmemory (PIM) techniques [23–25] due to the large data traffic
analytical workloads produce. PIM systems [20–23, 25–107]
mitigate data movement bottlenecks by placing computation
units nearby or inside memory.1 We equip the analytical islands
with a new PIM-based analytical engine (§7) that includes simple in-order PIM cores added to the logic layer of a 3D-stacked
memory [97, 113, 114], software to handle data placement, and
runtime task scheduling heuristics. Our new design enables

A growth in data volume, combined with increasing demand
for real-time analysis (using the most recent data), has resulted
in the emergence of database systems that concurrently support
transactions and data analytics. These hybrid transactional and
analytical processing (HTAP) database systems can support
real-time data analysis without the high costs of synchronizing across separate single-purpose databases. Unfortunately,
for many applications that perform a high rate of data updates, state-of-the-art HTAP systems incur significant losses
in transactional (up to 74.6%) and/or analytical (up to 49.8%)
throughput compared to performing only transactional or only
analytical queries in isolation, due to (1) data movement between the CPU and memory, (2) data update propagation from
transactional to analytical workloads, and (3) the cost to maintain a consistent view of data across the system.
We propose Polynesia, a hardware–software co-designed
system for in-memory HTAP databases that avoids the large
throughput losses of traditional HTAP systems. Polynesia (1) divides the HTAP system into transactional and analytical processing islands, (2) implements new custom hardware that unlocks software optimizations to reduce the costs of update propagation and consistency, and (3) exploits processing-in-memory
for the analytical islands to alleviate data movement overheads.
Our evaluation shows that Polynesia outperforms three stateof-the-art HTAP systems, with average transactional/analytical
throughput improvements of 1.7×/3.7×, and reduces energy
consumption by 48% over the prior lowest-energy HTAP system.

1. Introduction
Data analytics has become popular due to the rapid growth of
data generated annually [1]. Many application domains, such as
fraud detection [2–4], business intelligence [5–7], healthcare [8,
9], personalized recommendation [10, 11], and IoT [10], have
a critical need to perform real-time data analysis, where data
analysis needs to be performed using the most recent version of
data [12, 13]. To enable real-time data analysis, state-of-the-art
database management systems (DBMSs) leverage hybrid transactional and analytical processing (HTAP) [14–16]. An HTAP
DBMS is a single-DBMS solution that supports both transactional and analytical workloads [12, 14, 17–19]. Ideally, an
HTAP system should have three properties [18] to guarantee efficient execution of transactional and analytical workloads. First,
it should ensure that both transactional and analytical workloads
benefit from their own workload-specific optimizations (e.g.,
algorithms, data structures). Second, it should guarantee data
freshness and data consistency (i.e., access to the most recent
version of data) for analytical workloads while ensuring that
both transactional and analytical workloads have a consistent
view of data across the system. Third, it should ensure that the
latency and throughput of both the transactional workload and
the analytical workload are the same as if each of them were
run in isolation.
We extensively study state-of-the-art HTAP systems (§3) and
observe two key problems that prevent them from achieving all
three properties of an ideal HTAP system. First, these systems

1 Memory manufacturers recently introduced real PIM systems that target
different application domains (e.g., neural networks [95–98, 108], generalpurpose computing [109–111]) and memory technologies (e.g., 3D-stacked
DRAM [97, 98, 108], 2D DRAM [95, 96, 110, 111], non-volatile memories [112]).
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the execution of transactional and analytical workloads at low
latency and high throughput (third desired HTAP property).
In our evaluations (§10), we show the benefits of each component of Polynesia, and compare its end-to-end performance and
energy usage to three state-of-the-art HTAP systems (modeled
after Hyper [115], AnkerDB [116], and Batch-DB [18]). Polynesia outperforms all three, with higher transactional throughput
(2.20×/1.15×/1.94×; mean of 1.70×) and analytical throughput (3.78×/5.04×/2.76×; mean of 3.74×), while consuming
48% lower energy than the prior lowest-energy HTAP system. We conclude that Polynesia efficiently provides highthroughput real-time data analysis, while meeting all three desired HTAP properties.
We make the following key contributions in this work:
• We comprehensively examine major system- and architecturelevel challenges that hinder throughput in HTAP systems.
• We propose Polynesia, an HTAP system composed of heterogeneous hardware–software co-designed components (called
islands) that are specialized for executing transactional and
analytical workloads. For each island, we develop softwarebased optimizations and design dedicated hardware resources
(e.g., processing-in-memory-based accelerators for analytical islands), both of which cater to the memory usage and
computational properties of their target workloads.
• To achieve all three desired HTAP properties, we co-design
algorithmic modifications and PIM hardware accelerators for
update propagation and data consistency, aiming to reduce
data movement overheads.
• We tailor data placement and task scheduling schemes to the
memory characteristics of HTAP workloads, aiming to fully
exploit main memory bandwidth and system utilization.
• We extensively compare Polynesia against three state-of-theart HTAP systems. We show that Polynesia provides higher
transactional and analytical throughput and lower energy
compared to the baseline HTAP systems while meeting all
three desired HTAP properties.
• We open-source Polynesia and the complete source code of
our evaluation [117].

data consistency across the entire system, such that analytical
queries observe a consistent view of data, regardless of the
freshness of the data.
Property 3: Performance Isolation. The HTAP system should
ensure that the latency and throughput of either the transactional or analytical workload is not impacted by running them
concurrently within the same system.
Meeting all three desired HTAP properties simultaneously is
very challenging [18, 122], as transactional and analytical workloads have different underlying algorithms and access patterns,
and optimizing for one property can often require a trade-off in
another property.

3. Motivation
There are two major types of HTAP systems: (1) singleinstance design systems and (2) multiple-instance design systems. In this section, we study both types, and analyze why
neither type can meet all three desired properties of an HTAP
system (see §2). To illustrate the key challenges faced by the
two types of HTAP systems, we assume a relational DBMS
(RDBMS), where data is stored in two-dimensional tables, with
tuples (rows in the table) representing a set of data related to
different attributes (columns in the table) [128].

3.1. Single-Instance Design
Single-instance HTAP systems [17, 115, 118, 121–123] maintain a single instance of the data that both analytics and transactions work on, ensuring that analytical queries access the most
recent version of data. While single-instance design enables
high data freshness, it suffers from three major challenges:
(1) High Cost of Consistency and Synchronization. Singleinstance-based HTAP systems need to ensure that the data is
consistent and synchronized, since analytical and transactional
workloads work on the same instance of data concurrently. One
approach to consistency is to let both transactions and analytics
work on the same copy of data, and use locking protocols [129]
to maintain consistency across the system. However, locking
protocols lead to throughput bottlenecks for both transactional
and analytical workloads [130, 131]. To avoid the throughput
bottlenecks incurred by locking protocols [129], single-instance
HTAP systems resort to either snapshotting [115, 116, 122,
124] or multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) [17, 131].
Unfortunately, both solutions have significant drawbacks.
Snapshotting: Several HTAP systems (e.g., [115, 122, 124])
use a variation of multiversion synchronization, called snapshotting, to provide consistency via snapshot isolation [132, 133].
Snapshot isolation guarantees that all reads in a transaction see
a consistent snapshot of the database state, which is the last
committed state before the transaction started.
We analyze the effect of state-of-the-art snapshotting [122,
134] on the throughput of an HTAP system with two transactional and two analytical threads (each running on a separate
CPU; see §9 for our evaluation methodology). Fig. 1 (left)
shows the transactional throughput with snapshotting, normalized to a zero-cost snapshot mechanism (i.e., a hypothetical
ideal baseline where snapshotting operations incur zero delay
during execution), for three analytical query counts. We make
two observations. First, at 128 analytical queries, snapshotting reduces transactional throughput by 43.4%. Second, the
throughput loss increases as more analytical queries are being
performed, with a loss of 74.6% for 512 analytical queries. We
find that the majority of this throughput loss occurs because
memcpy is used to create each snapshot, which introduces significant interference among the workloads and generates a large
amount of data movement between the CPU and main mem-

2. HTAP Background
To enable real-time data analysis, where data analysis needs
to be performed using the most recent version of data, a DBMS
needs to be capable of efficiently executing analytics on fresh
(i.e., the most recent) version of data that is ingested by transactional workloads, which is a challenging task. Several works
from industry (e.g., [5, 12, 118–120]) and academia (e.g., [17,
18, 115, 121–127] attempt to address issues with data freshness
by proposing various techniques to support both transactional
and analytical workloads in a single database system. This combined approach is known as hybrid transactional and analytical
processing (HTAP). To enable real-time analysis, an HTAP
system should exhibit three key properties [18].
Property 1: Workload-Specific Optimizations. The HTAP
system should provide transactional and analytical workloads
with optimizations specific to each of them. Transactional
and analytical workloads require different algorithms and data
structures, based on the workload’s memory access patterns,
to achieve high throughput and performance. This leads to
different and conflicting optimization techniques (e.g., data
layout, hardware design) that can be applied to transactional
and analytical workloads.
Property 2: Data Freshness and Data Consistency. The
HTAP system should provide the analytics workload with the
most recent version of data, even when transactions keep updating the data at a high rate. Also, the system needs to guarantee
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ory [35, 40]. The resulting high contention for shared hardware
resources directly hurts the throughput.
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A second major approach to designing an HTAP system is
to maintain multiple instances of the data using replication
techniques [134, 159], and specialize each instance to a specific
workload (e.g., [5, 18, 19, 119, 120, 124, 125]). Unfortunately,
multiple-instance systems suffer from several challenges.
Data Freshness. One of the major challenges in the multipleinstance design is keeping analytical replicas up-to-date even
when the transaction update rate is high, without compromising performance isolation [16, 18]. To maintain data freshness, the system needs to propagate transactional updates to
analytical replicas (referred as update propagation), which requires (1) gathering updates from transactions and shipping
them to analytical replicas (update gathering and shipping),
and (2) performing the necessary format conversion and applying the updates (update application). As we discuss below,
resource contention and data movement costs become significant performance limiters for multiple-instance HTAP systems.
Update Gathering and Shipping: Given the high update rate
of transactions, the frequency of the gathering and shipping process has a direct effect on data freshness. During this process,
the system needs to (1) gather updates from different transactional threads, (2) scan them to identify the target memory
location corresponding to each update, and (3) transfer each
update to the corresponding memory location.
Update Application: The update application process can be
challenging due to the need to transform updates from one
workload-specific format to another. In RDBMSs, analytical
engines use DSM representation to store data [137] and can
compress tuples using order-preserving dictionary-based compression (e.g., dictionary encoding [160–162]) to minimize the
amount of data that needs to be accessed. In contrast, a single
tuple update, stored in the NSM layout by the transactional
workload, requires multiple random memory accesses to apply
the update in the DSM layout. Compression further complicates this, as columns may need to be decompressed, updated,
and recompressed. For compression algorithms that use sorted
tuples, such as dictionary encoding, the updates can also lead to
expensive shifting of tuples. These operations generate a large
amount of data movement and consume many CPU cycles. The
challenges are significant enough that some prior works give
up on workload-specific optimization to maintain reasonable
system performance [18].
We study the effect of update propagation (i.e, update gathering and shipping, and application) on the transactional throughput of a multiple-instance HTAP system (see §9). Fig. 2 shows
the transactional throughput for three configurations: (1) a baseline system with zero cost for update propagation (Zero-CostProp), (2) a system that performs only update gathering and
shipping (Gather-Ship), and (3) a system that performs update
gathering, shipping, and application (Gather-Ship+Apply). Our
system has two transactional threads and two analytical threads
(each running on a CPU core) in all three configurations. We
make two observations. First, we observe a loss in transactional
throughput due to the update gathering and shipping process,
which increases as a factor of the update intensity of the transactional query. The transactional throughput of the Gather-Ship
configuration is 11% lower than that of the Zero-Cost-Prop
configuration for a 50% update intensity, on average, across
different transaction counts. When the transactional queries are
more update-intensive (e.g., 80% to 100% updates), the overhead becomes significantly higher, with a throughput loss of
19.9% and 21.2% for 80% and 100% update intensities, respec-
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Figure 1: Effect of snapshotting on transactional throughput (left)
and MVCC on analytical throughput (right).

MVCC: In MVCC, instead of replacing the old data in a
tuple when updates happen (as in the snapshotting approach),
the system creates a new timestamped version of the data that
is chained together with old versions of the data, forming a
pointer-based version chain. During execution, instead of reading a separate snapshot, an analytical query can simply use a
timestamp to read the most up-to-date version of the data at
the time the query starts. Concurrently, a transactional query
can insert transactional updates at the end of the version chain
with more recent timestamps, without affecting the consistency
of the analytical query. As a result, updates never block reads,
which is the main reason why many transactional DBMSs have
adopted MVCC (e.g., [5, 118, 119]).
However, MVCC is not a good fit for mixed analytical and
transactional workloads in HTAP. We study the effect of MVCC
on system throughput, using the same hardware configuration
that we used for snapshotting. Fig. 1 (right) shows the analytical throughput of MVCC, normalized to a zero-cost version
of MVCC (i.e., a hypothetical ideal baseline where MVCC
operations incur zero delay during execution), for three transactional query counts. We observe that the analytical throughput
significantly decreases (by 42.4% on average across the three
transactional query counts) compared to zero-cost MVCC. The
root cause is the long version chain caused by frequent updates
from the transactional workload. Each version chain is organized as a linked list, which grows with the number of updates
from transactional queries. When accessing data in a tuple,
the analytical query needs to traverse a lengthy version chain,
checking the timestamp in each element of the linked list to
locate the most recent version of the data. As analytical queries
touch large volumes of data, this generates a large number of
random memory accesses, leading to the large throughput loss.
(2) Limited Workload-Specific Optimizations. A singleinstance design severely limits workload-specific optimizations,
as the instance cannot have different optimizations for each
workload. For example, relational transactional engines use a
row-wise or N-ary storage model (NSM) for data layout [135],
while relational analytics engines employ a column-wise or decomposition storage model (DSM) [136, 137]. It is inherently
impossible for a single-instance-based system to efficiently
implement both data layouts simultaneously, and many such
systems simply choose one of the layouts [115, 122, 123].
(3) Limited Performance Isolation. We evaluate performance
interference using the same system configuration that we used
for snapshotting and MVCC. Each transactional thread executes
2M queries, and each analytical thread runs 1024 analytical
queries. We assume that there is no cost for consistency and
synchronization. Compared to running transactional queries in
isolation, the transactional throughput drops by 31.3% when
the queries run alongside analytics. This is because analytics
are very data-intensive and generate a large amount of data
movement, which leads to significant contention for shared
resources (e.g., the memory system [138–158]). Note that the
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tively. Second, we observe that the update application process
leads to an additional loss in transactional throughput. The
transactional throughput of the Gather-Ship+Apply configuration reduces by 41%, on average, across different transaction
counts, compared to that of the Zero-Cost-Prop configuration
for a 50% update intensity. As the update intensity increases
(from 50% to 80%), the loss in transactional throughput further
increases (with a 59.0% loss at 80% update intensity).
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specific workload, (2) an optimized execution engine, and (3) a
set of hardware resources. Polynesia has two types of islands:
(1) a transactional island, and (2) an analytical island. To
avoid the data movement and interference challenges that other
multiple-instance HTAP systems face (see §3), we propose to
equip each analytical island with (1) processing-in-memory
(PIM) hardware; and (2) co-designed algorithms and hardware
to execute analytical workloads as well as to perform update
propagation and to guarantee data consistency.
Polynesia is a framework that can be applied to many different combinations of transactional and analytical workloads.
In this work, we focus on designing an instance of Polynesia that supports relational transactional and analytical workloads.2 Fig. 4 shows the hardware for our chosen implementation, which includes one transactional island and one analytical
island, and is equipped with a 3D-stacked memory similar to the
Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [113], where multiple verticallystacked DRAM layers are connected with a logic layer using
thousands of through-silicon vias (TSVs). An HMC chip is
split up into multiple vaults, where each vault corresponds to a
vertical slice of the memory and logic layer.
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Figure 2: Transactional throughput across different numbers of
transactions and different update intensities.

We further analyze the impact of update propagation on the
execution time of our HTAP system. Fig. 3 shows the breakdown of execution time during the update propagation process
for different numbers of transactions and different update intensities. We make two observations. First, update gathering
and shipping accounts for 15.4% of the total execution time, on
average, which stems from the large amount of data movement
generated by the update gathering and shipping process. Second, the update application process accounts for 23.8% of the
execution time, of which 62.6% is spent on (de)compressing
columns. Our analysis shows that similar to update gathering
and shipping, the update application process also suffers data
movement overheads since 30.8% of the total last-level cache
misses, on average, are generated during the update application process. We conclude that update propagation accounts
for a significant portion of the execution time in our HTAP
system (39%, on average), resulting in the loss in transactional
throughput that we observe in Fig. 2.
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Polynesia’s transactional island uses an execution engine similar to conventional transactional engines [135, 163] to execute
a relational transactional workload. The transactional island
is equipped with conventional multicore CPUs and multi-level
caches, as transactional queries have short execution times, are
latency-sensitive, and have cache-friendly access patterns [20–
22]. Polynesia’s analytical island uses specialized PIM hardware. Inside each vault’s portion of the logic layer in memory,
we add hardware for the analytical island, including the update
propagation mechanism (consisting of the update gathering
and shipping unit and update application unit), the consistency
mechanism (copy unit), and the analytical execution engine
(simple programmable in-order PIM cores).3
In the next sections, we discuss the detailed design of Polynesia’s main components, which includes the update propagation
mechanism (§5), the consistency mechanism (§6), and the analytical execution engine (§7). We discuss both algorithmic
optimizations and novel hardware for each component.
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Figure 4: High-level organization of Polynesia hardware.
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Figure 3: Execution time breakdown across different numbers of
transactions update intensities.

Other Major Challenges. We find that maintaining data consistency for multiple instances without compromising performance isolation is very challenging. Updates from transactions
are frequently shipped and applied to analytical replicas while
analytical queries run. As a result, multiple-instance systems
suffer from the same consistency drawbacks that we observe
for single-instance systems in §3.1. Another major challenge
we find is the limited performance isolation. While separate
instances provide partial performance isolation, as transactional
queries and analytical queries do not compete for the same copy
of data, they still share and contend for underlying hardware resources such as CPU cores and the memory system [138–158].
We conclude that neither single- nor multiple-instance HTAP
systems meet the three desired HTAP properties (§2). We, therefore, need a new system that can avoid resource contention and
alleviate the data movement costs incurred in HTAP systems.

5. Update Propagation Mechanism
We design a new two-part update propagation mechanism.
The update gathering and shipping unit gathers updates from
the transactional island, finds the target location in the analytical
island, and frequently pushes these updates to the analytical
island. The update application unit receives these updates,
converts the updates from the transactional to the analytical
replica data format, and applies the update to the analytical
replica. Our update propagation mechanism leverages novel
2 Note that our proposed techniques can be applied to other types of analytical workloads (e.g., graphs, machine learning) as well.
3 The hardware components of Polynesia are a combination of generalpurpose processors (GPPs) and fixed-function (ASIC) components. The GPP is
responsible for executing transactional queries (at the host processor side) and
analytical queries (from within the 3D-stacked DRAM device). The ASIC components are responsible for executing the update propagation and consistency
mechanisms we propose. Our current ASIC designs are not reconfigurable to
ease implementation, but could be extended to be reconfigurable.

4. POLYNESIA
We propose Polynesia, which divides the HTAP system into
multiple islands. An island is a hardware–software co-designed
component specialized for specific types of queries. Each island
includes (1) a replica of data whose layout is optimized for a
4

algorithms and hardware accelerators tailored to reduce data
movement overheads while maintaining data freshness between
transactional and analytical islands.

copy operations required during hash table indexing in Stage 2
and column buffer shipping in Stage 3 of our algorithm).
The merge unit consists of 8 FIFO input queues, where each
input queue corresponds to a sorted update log. Each input
queue can hold up to 128 updates, which are streamed from
DRAM. The hash lookup unit consists of a front-end engine (a
finite-state machine, or FSM, responsible for bucket memory
address generation), four probe units (FSMs responsible for
bucket access and traversal), and a small reorder buffer (to track
in-flight hash lookups issued to main memory). The hash lookup
unit (1) decouples key hashing and bucket address generation
from the actual bucket access/traversal to allow for concurrent
hashing operations; and (2) guarantees that updates remain in
the same order as executed by the transactional engine, by using
a small reorder buffer to maintain sequential commit order for
completed hash lookups that are sent to the copy engine. The
copy unit consists of a read/write tracking buffer and multiple
fetches and write units (we describe our copy unit in detail in
§6).

5.1. Update Gathering and Shipping
Algorithm. Our update gathering and shipping mechanism
includes three major stages. For each thread in the transactional
engine, Polynesia stores an ordered update log for the queries
performed by the thread. Each update log entry contains four
fields: (1) a commit ID (a timestamp used to track the total order
of all updates across threads), (2) the type of the update (insert,
delete, modify), (3) the updated data, and (4) a record key (e.g.,
pair of row-ID and column-ID) that links this particular update
to a column in the analytical replica. The update gathering and
shipping process is triggered when the total number of pending
updates reaches the final log capacity, which we set to 1024
entries (see §5.2). Stage 1 scans the per-thread update logs, and
merges them into a single final log, where all updates are sorted
by the commit ID.
Stage 2 finds the memory location of the corresponding column (in the analytical replica) associated with each update log
entry. We observe that this stage is one of the major bottlenecks
of update gathering and shipping, because the fields in each
tuple in the transactional island are distributed across different
columns in the analytical island. Since the column size is typically very large, finding the memory location of each update is
a very time-consuming process. To overcome this, we maintain
a hash index of the stored data on the (column,row) key, and
use that to find the corresponding column’s location for each
update in the final log. We use the modulo operation as the
hash function. Our hash table uses bucket hashing with separate
chaining to handle collisions, and hash buckets containing a
linked list of keys are stored in main memory. We size our hash
table based on the column partition size.4 We place the updates
from the final log for each column in a column buffer, based on
the output of the hash unit. At the end of this stage, there are
multiple column buffers, each corresponding to a column in the
analytical replica, which are ready to be shipped (i.e., written)
to the analytical island. Stage 3 ships all column buffers to each
column in the analytical replica.
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Figure 5: Update gathering and shipping unit architecture.

The update gathering and shipping unit works in five steps.
First, the merge unit finds the oldest entry among the input log
queue heads using a 3-level comparator tree ( 1 in Fig. 5) and
adds it to the tail of the final log, which consists of a ninth FIFO
queue. Second, the final log ( 2 ) is sent to the hash lookup
unit to determine the target column address for each update.
Third, the front-end engine in the hash lookup unit performs
two operations in parallel: it (i) fetches one hash key from the
final update log, computes the hash function, and sends the hash
key address to probe units ( 3a ); and (ii) allocates an entry (with
the bucket address and a ready bit) in the reorder buffer, for each
hash lookup ( 3b ). Fourth, a free probe unit ( 4 ) takes the bucket
address received from the front-end engine, and issues read
requests to the copy unit in order to traverse the bucket’s linked
list of keys ( 5 ). Once the probe unit reaches the end of the
bucket linked list, it will hold the corresponding column for an
entry in the final update log. Fifth, the probe unit issues write
operations ( 6 ), using the column memory address retrieved
from the hash to the copy unit in order to transfer the update
in the final log to the target column buffer. This completes the
update gathering and shipping process for one entry in the final
log.

Hardware. We find that despite our best efforts to minimize
overheads, our algorithm has three major bottlenecks that keep it
from meeting data freshness and performance isolation requirements: (1) the scan and merge operation in Stage 1, (2) hash
index lookups in Stage 2, and (3) transferring the column buffer
contents to the analytical islands in Stage 3. These primitives
generate a large amount of data movement and account for
87.2% of our algorithm’s execution time. To avoid these bottlenecks, we design a new hardware accelerator, called the update
gathering and shipping unit, that speeds up the key primitives
of the update gathering and shipping algorithm. We add this
accelerator to each of Polynesia’s in-memory analytical islands.
Fig. 5 shows the high-level architecture of our in-memory
update gathering and shipping unit. The update gathering and
shipping unit consists of three building blocks: (1) a merge unit,
which merges the per-thread sorted update logs into the single final log (Stage 1 of our algorithm); (2) a hash lookup unit, which
decouples hash lookup operations into two steps, i.e., bucket
address generation and bucket access and traversal (Stage 2 of
our algorithm); and (3) a copy unit, which issues concurrent
read/write memory requests to main memory (accelerating data

5.2. Update Application
Similar to other relational analytical DBMSs, our analytical engine uses the DSM data layout (see §3.1) and dictionary encoding [118, 137, 160–162, 165, 166]. With dictionary
encoding, each column in a table is transformed into a compressed column using encoded fixed-length integer values, and
a dictionary stores a sorted mapping of unencoded values to
encoded values. As we discuss in §3.2, the layout conversion
(our transactional island uses NSM) and column compression
make the update application process challenging. We design
a new update application mechanism for Polynesia that uses
hardware–software co-design to address these challenges.
Algorithm. We first discuss an initial algorithm that we develop for update application. We assume that each column
has n entries, and that we have m updates. The algorithm has

4 Similar to conventional analytical DBMSs, we can use soft partitioning [18, 160, 164] to address scalability issues when the column size increases
beyond a certain point. Thus, the hash table size does not scale with column
size.
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four steps. In Step 1, the algorithm decompresses the encoded
column by scanning the column and looking up in the dictionary to decode each item. This requires n random accesses
to the dictionary. In Step 2, the algorithm applies updates to
the decoded column one by one. In Step 3, it constructs a new
dictionary, by sorting the updated column and calculating the
number of fixed-length integer bits required to encode the sorted
column. Dictionary construction is computationally expensive
(O((n + m) log (n + m)); where m is the number of updates to
a column and n is the number of entries in a column) because
we need to sort the entire column. In Step 4, the algorithm
compresses the new column using our new dictionary. While
entry decoding happens in constant time, encoding requires a
logarithmic complexity search through the dictionary (since the
dictionary is sorted).
This initial algorithm is memory intensive (Steps 1, 2, 4) and
computationally expensive (Step 3). Having hardware support
is critical to enabling low-latency update application and performance isolation. While PIM may be able to help, our initial
algorithm is not well-suited for PIM for two reasons, and we
optimize the algorithm to address both reasons.
Optimization 1: Two-Stage Dictionary Construction. We
eliminate column sorting from Step 3, as it is computationally expensive. Prior work [167, 168] shows that to efficiently
sort more than 1024 values in hardware, we should provide a
hardware partitioner to split the values into multiple chunks,
and then use a sorter unit to sort chunks one at a time. This
requires an area of 1.13 mm2 [167, 168]. Unfortunately, since
tables can have millions of entries [165], we would need tens
to hundreds of sorter units to construct a new dictionary, easily
exceeding the total area budget of 4.4 mm2 per vault in our
baseline 3D-stacked DRAM [52, 75, 76].
To eliminate column sorting, we sort only the dictionary,
leveraging the fact that (1) the existing dictionary is already
sorted, and (2) the new updates are limited to 1024 values.
Our optimized algorithm initially builds a sorted dictionary for
only the updates, which requires a single hardware sorter (a
1024-value bitonic sorter with an area of only 0.18 mm2 [168]).
Once the update dictionary is constructed, we now have two
sorted dictionaries: the old dictionary and the update dictionary.
We merge these into a single dictionary using a linear scan
(O(n + m); where m is the number of updates to a column and
n is the number of entries in a column), and then calculate the
number of bits required to encode the new dictionary.
Optimization 2: Reducing Random Memory Accesses. To
reduce the algorithm’s memory intensity (which is a result
of random memory lookups), we maintain a hash index that
links the old encoded value in a column to the new encoded
value. This avoids the need to decompress the column and
add updates, eliminating data movement and random memory accesses for Steps 1 and 2, while reducing the number of
dictionary lookups required for Step 4. The only remaining
random memory accesses are for Step 4, which decrease from
O((n + m) log (n + m)) to O(n + m).
Our optimized algorithm has three steps. First, we sort the
updates to construct the update dictionary. Second, we merge
the old dictionary and the update dictionary to construct the
new dictionary and hash index. Third, we use the hash index
and the new dictionary to find the new encoded value for each
entry in the column.
Hardware. We design a hardware implementation of our optimized algorithm, called the update application unit, and add
it to each in-memory analytical island. The unit consists of
three building blocks: a sort unit, a hash lookup unit, and
a scan/merge unit. Our sort unit uses a 1024-value bitonic

sorter, whose basic building block is a network of comparators. These comparators are used to form bitonic sequences,
sequences where the first half of the sequence is monotonically
increasing and the second half is monotonically decreasing.
The hash lookup uses a simpler version of the component that
we designed for the update gathering and shipping unit. The
simplified version does not use a reorder buffer, as there is no
dependency between hash lookups for update application. We
use the same number of hash units (empirically set to 4), each
corresponding to one index structure, to parallelize the compression process. For the merge unit, we use a similar design
from our update gathering and shipping unit.

6. Consistency Mechanism
We design a new consistency mechanism for Polynesia in
order not to compromise either the throughput of analytical
queries or the rate at which updates are applied. This sets two
requirements for our mechanism: (1) analytical queries must be
able to run continuously without slowdown; and (2) the update
application process should not be blocked by long-running analytical queries. This means that our mechanism needs a way to
allow analytical queries to run concurrently with updates, without incurring the long-chain read overheads of similar mechanisms such as MVCC (see §3.1). Our consistency unit relies
on our novel in-memory hardware copy unit, which can fully
exploit the large internal memory bandwidth of 3D-stacked
memories [114].
Algorithm. Our mechanism relies on a combination of snapshotting [115] and versioning [159] to provide snapshot isolation [132, 133] for analytical queries. Our consistency mechanism is based on two key observations: (1) updates are applied
at a column granularity, and (2) snapshotting a column is costeffective using PIM logic. We assume that for each column,
there is a chain of snapshots where each chain entry corresponds
to a version of the column. Unlike version chains in MVCC,
each version is associated with a column, not a tuple.
We adopt a lazy approach (late materialization [169]), where
Polynesia does not create a snapshot every time a column is
updated. Instead, on a column update, Polynesia marks the
column as dirty, indicating that the snapshot chain does not
contain the most recent version of the column data. When an
analytical query arrives, Polynesia checks the column metadata,
and creates a new snapshot only if (1) any of the columns are
dirty (similar to Hyper [115]), and (2) no current snapshot exists
for the same column (we let multiple queries share a single
snapshot). During snapshotting, Polynesia updates the head of
the snapshot chain with the new value, and marks the column
as clean. This provides two benefits. First, the analytical query
avoids the version chain traversals and timestamp comparisons
performed in MVCC, as the query only needs to access the
head of the version chain at the time of the snapshot. Second,
Polynesia uses simple yet efficient garbage collection: when
an analytical query finishes, snapshots no longer in use by any
query are deleted (except for the head of the snapshot chain).
To maintain high data freshness, our consistency mechanism
always allows transactional updates to directly update the main
replica using our two-phase update application algorithm (§5.2).
In Phase 1, the algorithm constructs a new dictionary and a new
column. In Phase 2, the algorithm atomically updates the main
replica with pointers to the new column and dictionary.
Hardware. Our algorithm’s success at satisfying the first requirement for a consistency mechanism (i.e., no slowdown for
analytical queries) relies heavily on its ability to perform fast
memory copies to minimize the snapshotting latency. Therefore,
we add a custom copy unit to each of Polynesia’s in-memory
6

analytical islands. We have two design goals for the unit. First,
it needs to be able to issue multiple memory accesses concurrently. This is because (1) we are designing the copy engine
for an arbitrarily-sized memory region (e.g., a column), which
is often larger than the memory access granularity per vault
(8–256 B) in an HMC-like memory; and (2) we want to fully
exploit the internal bandwidth of 3D-stacked memory. Second, when a read for a copy completes, the accelerator should
immediately initiate the write.
Our copy unit (Fig. 5, right) satisfies both design goals. To
issue multiple memory accesses concurrently, we leverage the
observation that these memory accesses are independent. We
use multiple fetch ( i in Fig. 5) and writeback ( ii ) units, which
read from or write to source/destination regions in parallel.
To satisfy the second design goal, we need to track outstanding reads, as they may come back from memory out of order.
Similar to prior work on accelerating memcpy [170], we use
a tracking buffer ( iii ) in our copy unit. The buffer allocates
an entry for each read issued to memory. An entry contains a
memory address and a ready bit. Once a read completes, we
find its corresponding entry in the buffer and set its ready bit to
trigger the write.
We find that the buffer lookup limits the performance of
the copy unit, as each lookup results in a full buffer scan, and
multiple fetch units perform lookups concurrently (generating
high contention). To alleviate this, we design a hash index ( iv )
based on the memory address to determine the location of a
read in the buffer. We use a similar design as the hash lookup
unit in our update gathering and shipping unit (§5.1).
Our copy unit can be further accelerated by using mechanisms that provide fast in-DRAM data copy support [33, 35, 40,
42, 94, 171, 172].

(e.g., 8 GB/s) of the total bandwidth available in a 3D-stacked
memory; (2) has limited power and area budgets for PIM logic;
and (3) can access its own data faster than it can access data
stored in other vaults, which take place through a vault-to-vault
interconnect (e.g., as in [51, 178–182]). We take these limitations into account as we design our data placement mechanism
and task scheduler.

7.1. Data Placement
We evaluate three data placement strategies (shown in Fig. 6)
for Polynesia. Our analytical engine uses the DSM layout to
store data, and makes use of dictionary encoding [161] for
column compression. Our three strategies affect which vaults
the compressed DSM columns and dictionary are stored in.
(a) Local
Vault 1

Vault 2

Interconnect

Vault 4

Vault 2

Interconnect

Vault 3

Vault 4

(c) Hybrid
Vault 1

Vault 2

Interconnect

Vault 3

Vault 4

Vault Group B

Vault 3

(b) Distributed
Vault 1

Vault Group A

n1
n2
n3
n4
lum
lum
lum
lum
Co
Co
Co
Co

Figure 6: Three data placement strategies.

Strategy 1 (Local) stores the entire column (with dictionary)
in one vault (Fig. 6a), which improves analytical query throughput by making dictionary lookups and column accesses local
to a single vault (out of the 16 vaults we evaluate in §10). It
also simplifies the update application process, since each vault
has its own update application unit. However, this data placement strategy suffers from the limited area and memory bandwidth available in a single vault since an analytical thread can
only execute with the portion of the analytical replica placed
at its assigned vault, thus hurting throughput. Strategy 2 (Distributed) partitions each column across all vaults in a memory
chip (Fig. 6b), which allows the analytical engine to exploit
the entire internal bandwidth of the 3D-stacked memory and to
use all the available PIM logic to serve each analytical query.
However, this data placement strategy makes update application
challenging due to gather-scatter operations that span all vaults,
which reduces throughput.
Strategy 3 (Hybrid), which Polynesia employs for data placement, overcomes the challenges of Local and Distributed by
partitioning a set of columns across a vault group (Fig. 6c).
Each vault group consists of a fixed number of vaults, each of
which holds a portion of the column. A group with v vaults
provides v times the memory bandwidth and v times the PIM
logic power/area budget for a column compared to Local. The
number of vaults per group is critical for efficiency: too many
vaults can complicate the update application process, while not
enough vaults can degrade throughput. We empirically find that
four vaults per group strikes a good balance (in a 3D-stacked
memory with 16 vaults).
The Hybrid data placement strategy still needs to perform
inter-vault accesses within each vault group. To overcome this,
we leverage an observation from prior work [165] that the majority of columns have only a limited (up to 32) number of
distinct values. This means that the entire dictionary incurs
negligible storage overhead (~2 KB). To avoid inter-vault dictionary accesses during update application, Hybrid keeps a copy of
the dictionary in each vault. Such an approach is significantly
costlier if employed under Distributed, as each vault would
replicate every other vault’s dictionary, generating large storage
overheads due to the vault count (e.g., 16).

7. Analytical Engine
The analytical execution engine, whose hardware design is
illustrated in Fig. 4, performs the analytical queries. Our analytical engine consists of four simple programmable in-order
PIM cores, placed within a vault of our 3D-stacked memory
(i.e., a total of 64 PIM cores across the entire analytical island).
When an analytical query arrives, the analytical engine parses
the query and generates an algebraic query plan consisting of
physical operators (e.g., scan, filter, join). In the query plan,
operators are arranged in a tree where data flows from the bottom nodes (leaves) toward the root, and the result of the query
is stored in the root. The analytical execution engine employs
the top-down Volcano (Iterator) execution model [173, 174] to
traverse the tree and execute operators while respecting dependencies between operators. Analytical queries typically exhibit
a high degree of both intra- and inter-query parallelism [160,
164, 175]. To exploit this, the analytical engine decomposes an
analytical query into multiple tasks, each of which is a sequence
of one or more operators. The analytical engine (task scheduler)
then schedules the tasks with the goal of executing multiple
independent tasks in parallel.
Efficient analytical query execution strongly depends on
(1) data placement, (2) the task scheduling policy, and (3) how
each physical operator is executed. Like prior works [76, 176],
we find that the execution of physical operators of analytical
queries significantly benefit from PIM. However, without an
HTAP-aware and PIM-aware data placement strategy and task
scheduler, PIM logic for operators alone cannot provide significant throughput improvements.
We design a new analytical execution engine based on the
characteristics of our in-memory hardware. As we discuss in
§4, Polynesia uses 3D-stacked memory [113, 114, 177] that
contains multiple vaults. Each vault (1) provides only a fraction

7.2. Task Scheduler
Polynesia’s task scheduler plays a key role in (1) exploiting
inter- and intra-query parallelism, and (2) efficiently utilizing
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hardware resources. For each query, the task scheduler (1) decides how many tasks to create, (2) finds how to map these
tasks to the available resources (PIM cores), and (3) guarantees
that dependent tasks are executed in order. We first design a
basic task scheduler heuristic that generates tasks (statically
at compile time) by disassembling the operators of the query
plan into operator instances (i.e., an invocation of a physical
operator on some subset of the input tuples) based on (1) which
vault groups the input tuples reside in; and (2) the number of
available PIM threads in each vault group, which determines the
number of tasks generated. The basic task scheduler heuristic
inserts tasks into a global work queue in an order that preserves
dependencies between operators, monitors the progress of PIM
threads, and assigns each task to a free thread (push-based
assignment [183]).
We design an optimized task scheduler heuristic by employing three optimizations on top of our basic task scheduler heuristic so our task scheduler can better fit our PIM system. First,
we design a pull-based task assignment strategy [183], where
PIM threads pull tasks from the task queue at runtime. This
eliminates the need for a runtime component and allows PIM
threads to dynamically balance their loads. We introduce a local
task queue for each vault group. Each PIM thread examines
its own local task queue to retrieve its next task. Second, we
optimize the heuristic to allow for finer-grained tasks. Instead of
mapping tasks statically, we partition input tuples into fixed-size
segments (i.e., 1000 tuples) and create an operator instance for
each partition. The task scheduler then generates tasks for these
operator instances and inserts them into their corresponding
task queues (where those tuple segments reside). A large number of tasks increases opportunities for load balancing. Third,
we allow a PIM thread to steal tasks from a remote vault if
its local queue is empty. This enables us to potentially use all
available PIM threads to execute tasks, regardless of the data
placement. Each PIM thread first attempts to steal tasks from
other PIM threads in its own vault group, because the thread
already has a local copy of the full dictionary in its vault, and
needs inter-vault accesses only for the column partition. If there
is no task to steal in its vault group, the PIM thread attempts to
steal a task from a remote vault group.

Integrating Polynesia in the Cloud. We believe that cloud
providers would be willing to add extra ASICs into their environment as long as doing so provides potential improvements to a
wide enough range of cloud workloads. Several cloud providers
already integrate ASIC accelerators in their datacenters. For example, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS use
dedicated hardware for neural network inference (Google Cloud
TPU [184, 185], Habana Goya [186]), neural network training
(AWS Trainium [187], Habana Gaudi [186]), video transcoding
(Google VCU [188]), and compression/encryption/data authentication (Microsoft’s Project Corsica [189]). Recently, different
commercial PIM designs [95–98, 108–111, 190], which target
large cloud systems, have been proposed.1 Since Polynesia’s
hardware can provide performance benefits (§10.1) across a
wide range of applications that depend on large amounts of data
and analytics, we believe it is an attractive architecture for cloud
providers. Polynesia’s energy savings (§10.6) are also attractive
to a cloud environment, as it can significantly lower operating
costs. As prior works show [188, 191], ASIC accelerators are a
viable solution for cloud environments, depending on the scale
of the computation. Even though we cannot accurately predict
the price of integrating Polynesia into a cloud system due to
unknown parameters (e.g., non recurring engineering expenses),
we believe it would be a beneficial solution for cloud systems
due to the widespread use of the database applications it targets.

7.3. Hardware Design

We use and heavily extend state-of-the-art transactional and
analytical engines to implement various single- and multipleinstance HTAP configurations. We use DBx1000 [163, 192]
as the starting point for our transactional engine, and we implement an in-house analytical engine similar to C-store [137].
Our analytical engine supports key physical operators for relational analytical queries (select, filter, aggregate and join),
and supports both NSM and DSM layouts, and dictionary encoding [160–162]. For consistency, we implement both snapshotting (similar to software snapshotting [134], with snapshots
taken only when dirty data exists) and MVCC (adopted from
DBx1000 [163]).
Our baseline single-instance HTAP system stores the single data replica in main memory. Each transactional query
randomly performs reads or writes on a few randomly-chosen
tuples from a randomly-chosen table. Each analytical query
uses select and join on randomly-chosen tables and columns.
Our baseline multiple-instance HTAP system models a similar
system as our single-instance baseline, but provides the transactional and analytical engines with separate replicas (using
the NSM layout for transactions, and DSM with dictionary encoding for analytical queries). Across all baselines, we have 4
transactional and 4 analytical worker threads.
We simulate Polynesia using gem5 [193], integrated
with DRAMSim2 [194] to model an HMC-like 3D-stacked

Alternative Hardware Solutions. A straightforward alternative solution to improve performance for a cloud HTAP system is to scale up hardware resources (especially core count).
However, as we demonstrate in this paper, several key bottlenecks in HTAP systems are not compute-bound but are instead
memory-bound and cannot benefit simply from more cores (as
memory bandwidth, latency, and data movement remain as bottlenecks with more cores). PIM hardware can overcome the
memory bandwidth bottlenecks by tapping into the significantly
higher internal memory bandwidth of 3D-stacked memories
and also improving latency and energy efficiency with reduced
data movement. Therefore, our custom hardware has distinct
benefits unachievable by additional cores.

9. Methodology

Our analytical engines leverage the design of our new data
placement strategy and task scheduler to expose intra-query
parallelism and the available vault bandwidth to PIM cores. We
add four simple programmable in-order PIM cores [51, 57, 76]
to each vault. We run a PIM thread on each core, and we use
these cores to execute the task scheduler and other parts of the
analytical engine (e.g., the query parser).
We find that our optimized scheduler heuristic significantly
increases data sharing between PIM threads. This is because
within each vault group, all 16 PIM threads access the same
local task queue, and must synchronize their accesses. The problem worsens when other PIM threads attempt to steal tasks from
remote vault groups, especially for highly-skewed workloads.
To avoid excessive accesses to DRAM and let PIM threads share
data efficiently, we implement a simple fine-grained coherence
technique (as in [20, 22]), which uses a local PIM-side directory in the logic layer to implement a low-overhead coherence
protocol.

8. Integrating Polynesia in the Cloud
We discuss the applicability of our proposal to cloud environments. First, we discuss the benefits of integrating Polynesia in
the cloud. Second, we discuss alternative cloud-based hardware
solutions for HTAP systems.
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DRAM [113]. Table 1 shows our system configuration. For
the analytical island, each vault of our 3D-stacked memory
contains four PIM cores and three fixed-function accelerators
(update gathering and shipping unit, update application unit,
copy unit). For the PIM core, we model a core similar to the
ARM Cortex-A7 [195], as in prior works [44, 196].

address these challenges, and (3) evaluate such a framework as
a case study. To achieve this goal, we employ transactional and
analytical models that may not necessarily represent the most
recent implementations of OLTP and OLAP workloads, but
are enough to demonstrate the challenges and drawbacks that
most HTAP systems face due to data movement overheads. The
transactional and analytical models we use for our reference implementation of Polynesia have the following advantages. First,
our transactional engine (DBX1000) is a simple, in-memory
DBMS that provides several concurrency control models, including MVCC and the optimistic concurrency control model,
a similar but improved version of the concurrency control algorithm Microsoft’s Hekaton [203] employs. Many works [204–
207] build on top of DBX1000, proposing both hardware [207]
and software [204–206] optimizations. Second, our analytical
engine is a column-based analytical engine adopted from Cstore, which employs a Volcano-style processing model [208].
While modern analytical engines may employ more efficient
processing models (e.g., based on vectorization [209] or pushing tuples [210]), our Volcano-style processing model is still
present in many relational DBMSs [211]. To conclude, we use
such transactional and analytical models since they are enough
to reach our goals. We believe that the challenges we identify
in HTAP systems are also present in systems with more modern transactional and analytical engines, but we leave detailed
studies of large-scale systems to future works.
Assumptions About the Encodings/Formats. Our analytical engine uses dictionary encoding, similarly to prior
works [161, 162]. However, dictionary encoding might not
be beneficial to a particular real system if there are not enough
common values across columns to employ dictionary compression.

Table 1: Evaluated system configuration.
Processor
(Transactional
Island)
PIM Cores
(Analytical
Engine)
3D-Stacked
Memory

4 OoO cores, each with 2 HW threads, 8-wide issue;
L1 I/D Caches: 64 kB private, 4-way assoc.; L2 Cache:
8 MB shared, 8-way assoc.; Coherence: MESI [197]
4 in-order cores per vault, 2-wide issue,
L1 I/D Caches: 32 kB private, 4-way assoc.
Coherence: MESI [197]
4 GB cube, 16 vaults per cube; Internal Bandwidth:
256 GB/s; Off-Chip Channel Bandwidth: 32 GB/s

We model the in-order cores and specialized accelerators
in gem5 using a methodology similar to [20–22, 52]. Similar
to prior works [20–22], we implement a simple fine-grained
coherence technique between PIM cores. Updates between
islands are propagated using our update propagation mechanism
and shared memory. The updates are stored in shared memory.
To allow coordination, ordering, and synchronization between
different parts of islands, we need to provide coherence between
CPU cores and PIM logic. We employ a simple fine-grained
coherence technique (MESI [197]), which uses a local PIM-side
directory [198] in the logic layer to maintain coherence between
PIM cores and to enable low-overhead fine-grained coherence
between PIM logic and the CPUs.
We open-source Polynesia and the complete source code of
our evaluation [117].
Experimental Setup Validation. We validate our experimental setup, including our workloads and gem5-based simulation, in two ways. First, to implement our HTAP system, we
adopt prior transactional (DBx1000) and analytical (C-store)
engines. Similarly, we tailor our consistency models based on
prior works [134, 163]. We validate the correctness of each
model modification we make by comparing the outputs after
modifications with the outputs before modifications. Second,
to model the hardware components of our system, we use an
already validated simulator (i.e., gem5). While we expect to
see similar results when Polynesia is implemented on top of
high-end HTAP systems, it is currently very challenging for
us to confirm that in real hardware since Polynesia requires
hardware modifications that are costly to realize or prototype
using available tools and frameworks.5

10. Evaluation
We demonstrate the advantages of Polynesia by evaluating
(i) its end-to-end performance benefits compared against stateof-the-art HTAP systems using both synthetic and real-world
queries; (ii) the individual performance of the three major components of our proposal (i.e., our update propagation technique,
consistency mechanism, and analytical engine); (iii) how Polynesia performs as the dataset size grows; and (iv) the energy
savings Polynesia provides.

10.1. End-to-End System Performance Analysis
Fig. 7 (left) shows the transactional throughput of six DBMSs:
(1) Single-Instance-Snapshot (SI-SS; modeled after the Hyper HTAP system [115] with software snapshotting [134]);
(2) Single-Instance-MVCC (SI-MVCC; modeled similar to
AnkerDB [116]); (3) MI+SW, an improved version of MultipleInstance, modeled similar to Batch-DB [18] and including all of
our software optimizations for Polynesia (except those specifically targeted for PIM); (4) MI+SW+HB, a hypothetical version
of MI+SW with 8× its main memory bandwidth (256 GB/s),
equal to the internal memory bandwidth of a commercially
available 3D-stacked memory (HBM 2.0 [177]); (5) PIM-Only,
a hypothetical version of MI+SW that uses general-purpose
PIM cores to run both transactional and analytical workloads;
and (6) Polynesia, our full hardware–software proposal. Each
one of these baselines (i) isolates one of our new components
and shows how much benefit we get out of them; (ii) is modeled
after state-of-the-art (software-only) HTAP systems. Note that
we do not compare Polynesia against hardware-based HTAP
systems since no prior work has proposed to use tailored hardware accelerators for HTAP. We normalize throughput to an
ideal transaction-only DBMS (Ideal-Txn) for three transaction
counts. Ideal-Txn indicates the peak transactional throughput if
we run the transactional workload in isolation.

9.1. Simplifying Assumptions About Realistic HTAP
We had to make simplifying assumptions to capture most of
the key properties of a real HTAP system in an architectural
simulator. We list such assumptions next.
Scheduling Transactional and Analytical Queries. We assume that the partitioning between transactional and analytical
queries is made by the DBMS. We do not propose a specific
dynamic scheduling mechanism to identify the query type and
map the query to the appropriate island. We believe that such a
dynamic scheduling mechanism is orthogonal to our work, and
can be an extension of existing mechanisms [200–202].
Modern Transactional and Analytical Engines. Our goal
in this paper is to (1) provide insights about the major challenges in HTAP systems, (2) propose a framework that can
5 While PiDRAM [94] and MEG [199] are potential promising FPGA-based
platforms to emulate the functional correctness of proposed PIM designs, they
are not useful for our studies because (1) neither can model the performance and
energy usage of PIM, (2) PiDRAM does not support the 3D-stacked memories
used by Polynesia, and (3) the MEG framework is not available at the time of
writing.
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transactional throughput (2.20× over SI-SS, 1.15× over SIMVCC, and 1.94× over MI+SW; mean of 1.70×) and a higher
analytical throughput (3.78× over SI-SS, 5.04× over SI-MVCC,
and 2.76× over MI+SW; mean of 3.74×).
Real Workload Analysis. To model more complex queries, we
evaluate Polynesia using a mixed workload from TPC-C [212]
(for our transactional workload) and TPC-H [213] (for our analytical workload). TPC-C’s schema includes nine relations
(tables) that simulate an order processing application. We simulate two transaction types defined in TPC-C, Payment and New
order, which together account for 88% of the TPC-C workload [163] and touch all nine tables defined by TPC-C. We vary
the number of warehouses from 1 to 4, and we assume that our
transactional workload includes an equal number of transactions
from both Payment and New order. For TPC-H, we use three of
its queries in our experiments, each of which displays different
behavior and operates over six TPC-H tables (out of the eight total tables in the TPC-H schema). The six tables are LINEITEM,
PART, SUPPLIER, PARTSUPP, ORDERS, and NATION, with
a cardinality (i.e., number of rows) of 6M, 200K, 10K, 800K,
1.5M, and 25, respectively. The three TPC-H queries we evaluate are: (i) Query 1 (Q1), an aggregation-heavy query [214]
that generates a pricing summary report over the LINEITEM
table; (ii) Query 6 (Q6), a selection-heavy query [214] that
computes a forecast revenue change over the LINEITEM table;
and (iii) Query 9 (Q9), a join-heavy query [214] that measures
the profit for a given product type over all six tables.
We evaluate the transactional and analytical throughput for
Polynesia and for three baselines: (1) SI-SS, (2) SI-MVCC,
(3) MI+SW. We find that, averaged across all warehouse counts,
Polynesia has a higher throughput than all three baselines.
More specifically, Polynesia achieves both a higher transactional throughput (2.31× over SI-SS, 1.19× over SI-MVCC, and
1.78× over MI+SW; mean of 1.76×) and a higher analytical
throughput for Q1 (2.84× over SI-SS, 4.12× over SI-MVCC,
and 2.4× over MI+SW; mean of 3.04×), for Q6 (3.41× over
SI-SS, 4.85× over SI-MVCC, and 2.2× over MI+SW; mean of
3.48×), and for Q9 (3.67× over SI-SS, 4.51× over SI-MVCC,
and 1.95× over MI+SW; mean of 3.18×).
We conclude that Polynesia’s ability to meet all three HTAP
properties enables better transactional and analytical performance over all three evaluated state-of-the-art systems.
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Figure 7: Normalized transactional (left) and analytical (right)
throughput for end-to-end HTAP systems.

We make five observations from Fig. 7 (left). First, Polynesia
improves transactional throughput by 51.0% over MI+SW+HB,
and by 14.6% over SI-MVCC, while achieving 91.6% of the
transactional throughput of Ideal-Txn, on average across the
three transaction counts. Polynesia’s higher transactional
throughput stems from (1) using custom PIM logic for analytical
queries and update propagation and consistency mechanisms
that reduce resource contention significantly, and (2) reducing off-chip memory bandwidth contention by decreasing data
movement. Second, of the single-instance DBMSs, SI-MVCC
performs best, achieving 80.0% of the throughput of Ideal-Txn,
on average across the three transaction counts. Its use of MVCC
over snapshotting overcomes the high performance penalties
incurred by SI-SS. Third, SI-MVCC significantly outperforms
the two software-only multiple-instance DBMSs (MI+SW and
MI+SW+HB), even though the latter two enable software optimizations and greatly increase the memory bandwidth. Such
performance degradation is due to the lack of performance isolation in both MI+SW and MI+SW+HB, and in the case of
MI+SW, the large data movement overhead of update propagation. This demonstrates that we cannot achieve the three desired
properties of an HTAP system without co-designing software
with hardware. Fourth, MI+SW+HB cannot mitigate data movement and contention on shared resources, even with 8× the
main memory bandwidth. As a result, MI+SW+HB transactional throughput is 58.8% of that of Ideal-Txn. Fifth, PIM-Only
significantly hurts transactional throughput (by 67.6% vs. IdealTxn), and performs 7.6% worse than SI-SS. This happens because transactional queries have cache-friendly memory access
patterns [20–22], thus benefiting from a deep cache hierarchy,
which is not present in PIM-Only.
Fig. 7 (right) shows the analytical throughput of the six
DBMSs. We normalize the analytical throughput at each transaction count to a baseline where analytical queries are running
alone on the system (Base-Anl). We make four observations.
First, Polynesia improves analytical throughput over Base-Anl
by 63.8%, on average across the three transaction counts. The
performance benefits of Polynesia come from eliminating data
movement, reducing the latency of memory accesses, and using
custom logic for update propagation and consistency. Second, while SI-MVCC is the best software-only DBMS when
considering transactional throughput, it degrades analytical
throughput by 63.2% compared to Base-Anl due to its lack of
workload-specific optimizations and pointer-chasing intensive
consistency mechanism (MVCC; see §3.1). Third, MI+SW+HB
improves analytical throughput by 41.2% over MI+SW. However, it still suffers an analytical throughput loss of 35.5% compared to Base-Anl, on average, even though MI+SW+HB has
8× the main memory bandwidth of MI+SW. Fourth, the analytical throughput of PIM-Only is 11.4% lower than that of
MI+SW+HB, on average, as PIM-Only suffers from resource
contention caused by co-running transactional and analytical
queries.
We conclude that Polynesia’s island-based hardware-software
co-design leads to significant performance benefits compared to
all evaluated software-only implementations. Averaged across
all transaction counts in Fig. 7, Polynesia has both a higher

10.2. Effect of the Update Propagation Technique
Fig. 8 shows the transactional throughput for Polynesia’s
update propagation mechanism and Multiple-Instance, normalized to a multiple-instance baseline with zero cost for update
propagation (Ideal). We assume that each thread of the analytical workload executes 128 queries, and vary both the number of transactional queries per thread and the transactional
query update-to-read ratio. To isolate the impact of different
update propagation mechanisms, we use a zero-cost consistency
mechanism, and ensure that the level of interference between
transactional and analytical threads remains the same for all
mechanisms. We make two observations from Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Effect of update propagation mechanisms on transactional throughput.

First, Polynesia’s update propagation mechanism improves
transactional throughput by 1.8× compared to Multiple10

Instance, and comes within 9.2% of Ideal, on average across
all transaction counts and update-to-read ratios. The improvement comes from (1) significantly reducing data movement
by offloading the update propagation process to PIM, (2) freeing up CPUs from performing update propagation by using
a specialized hardware accelerator, and (3) co-designing the
hardware and software for update propagation. Overall, our
mechanism reduces the latency of update propagation by 1.9×
compared to Multiple-Instance (not shown). Second, we find
that Multiple-Instance degrades transactional throughput, on
average, by 49.5% compared to Ideal, as it severely suffers from
resource contention (e.g., at shared caches and main memory)
and data movement cost. We observe that 27.7% of MultipleInstance’s transactional throughput degradation comes from
the update gathering and shipping latencies associated with
(i) data movement and (ii) merging updates from multiple transactional threads. The remaining 21.8% transactional throughput
degradation is due to the update application process, where the
major bottlenecks are column compression/decompression and
dictionary reconstruction.
We conclude that Polynesia’s update propagation mechanism provides data freshness (i.e., low update latency) while
maintaining high transactional throughput (i.e., performance
isolation).

chain and perform expensive timestamp comparisons to locate
the most recent version of the data.
We conclude that Polynesia’s consistency mechanism maintains consistency without compromising performance isolation,
leading to high analytical and transactional throughput.

10.4. Effect of the Analytical Engine
We study the effect of each of our data placement strategies
from §7.1: (i) Local; (ii) Distributed; (iii) our Hybrid strategy,
where all use the basic scheduler heuristic; and (iv) our hybrid
strategy combined with our optimized task scheduler heuristic
(labeled as Hybrid-Sched). For these studies, analytical queries
address the same column.
Fig. 10 (left) shows the analytical throughput, normalized
to a CPU-Only baseline where one core services all queries to
the same column, for different number of analytical queries.
We make four observations. First, Local reduces throughput
by 23.9%, on average, over CPU-Only, because in Local, each
analytical query can only use (1) the PIM cores in the local
vault, which cannot issue enough memory requests concurrently to saturate the vault’s memory bandwidth and exploit
memory-level parallelism (MLP) [62, 76, 141, 215–222], and
(2) a single vault’s memory bandwidth. In contrast, CPU-Only
leverages out-of-order cores that can issue many memory requests in parallel to multiple memory channels, exploiting MLP
and higher memory bandwidth. Second, Distributed improves
analytical throughput by 4.1×/3.1× over Local/CPU-Only, on
average. This is because under Distributed, each column is
partitioned across all vaults, allowing the analytical engines to
service each analytical query using (1) all PIM cores, and (2) the
entire internal memory bandwidth of the 3D-stacked memory.
However, Distributed increases the update application latency,
on average, by 45.8% (Fig. 10, right), and thus, degrades data
freshness. This is because of the high update application costs
(§7.1), which Local does not incur. Third, Hybrid addresses
the shortcomings of Local, improving analytical throughput by
57.2% over CPU-Only, while having a similar update application latency (0.7 ms). This is because the local dictionary copies
eliminate most of the remote accesses. However, the throughput
under Hybrid is 49.8% lower than Distributed, because each
query is serviced only using resources (memory bandwidth and
PIM cores) available in the local vault group, leading to resource
underutilization. Fourth, Hybrid-Sched overcomes Hybrid’s resource underutilization issues by enabling task stealing, which
makes idle resources in remote vaults available for analytical
queries. Hybrid-Sched comes within 3.2% of Distributed, while
maintaining the same update application latency as Hybrid.

10.3. Effect of the Consistency Mechanism
Fig. 9 (left) shows the transactional throughput for Polynesia’s consistency mechanism and Single-Instance-Snapshot
(Snapshot), normalized to a single-instance baseline with zerocost snapshotting (Ideal-Snapshot). Each thread performs 1M
transactional queries and we vary the analytical query count.
We make two observations. First, Polynesia improves transactional throughput by 2.2× over Snapshot, and comes within
6.1% of Ideal-Snapshot, on average, because it snapshots at
a column granularity and leverages PIM for fast snapshotting.
Second, Snapshot reduces transactional throughput, on average, by 59% compared to Ideal-Snapshot. This is because of
expensive memcpy operations needed to create each snapshot,
resulting in significant memory bandwidth contention.
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Figure 9: Effect of consistency mechanisms on transactional (left)
and analytical (right) throughput.
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Fig. 9 (right) shows the analytical throughput of Polynesia’s consistency mechanism and of Single-Instance-MVCC
(MVCC), normalized to a single-instance baseline with zero
cost for MVCC (Ideal-MVCC, a hypothetical ideal baseline
where MVCC operations incur zero delay during execution) for
five transaction counts. We assume each thread of the analytical
workload executes 128 queries, and we vary the transactional
query count per analytical workload thread. For a fair comparison, we implement our consistency mechanism in a singleinstance system. We make two observations. First, Polynesia’s
consistency mechanism improves analytical throughput by 1.4×
compared to MVCC, and comes within 11.7% of Ideal-MVCC,
on average, since Polynesia’s consistency mechanism allows
analytical queries to avoid scanning lengthy version chains
when accessing each tuple. Second, MVCC degrades analytical
throughput, on average, by 37.0% compared to Ideal-MVCC,
as it forces each analytical query to traverse a lengthy version
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Figure 10: Effect of data placement and task scheduling on analytical throughput (left) and update application latency (right).

We conclude that our hybrid data placement along with our
optimized task scheduling heuristic can provide high analytical
throughput while fully leveraging the memory and computation
resources of Polynesia’s analytical island.

10.5. Effect of the Dataset Size
Fig. 11 (left) shows how Polynesia performs as the dataset
size grows. To accommodate the larger data, we increase the
number of memory stacks, doubling the dataset size as we
double the stack count. We use a workload with 32M transactional and 60K analytical queries, and analyze analytical
11

throughput normalized to Multiple-Instance, as a case study.
We assume stacks are connected together using a processorcentric topology [20, 63]. To provide a fair comparison, we
double the number of cores available to the analytical threads
in the Multiple-Instance baseline as we double the number of
stacks, to compensate for the doubling of hardware resources
available to Polynesia (since there are twice as many vaults).
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We conclude that our design can fit completely within the unused area in the logic layer of 3D-stacked memory (4.4 mm2 per
vault [52, 75, 76]). As a comparison, a 4-core Intel i5 processor
with a 6 MB L3 cache has a die area of 160 mm2 [227].

11. Related Work
To our knowledge, this is the first work that (1) proposes specialized hardware–software co-designed accelerators to cater
for heterogeneous workload demands in HTAP systems, (2) describes an HTAP system that meets all three desired HTAP
properties, and (3) uses processing-in-memory to alleviate data
movement overheads in HTAP systems. We briefly summarize
related works.
HTAP Systems. Several works from industry (e.g., [5, 12, 118–
120]) and academia (e.g., [17, 18, 115, 121–127, 228]) propose
techniques to support HTAP. Many of them use a single-instance
design [17, 115, 118, 121–123], while others are multipleinstance [18, 120, 229]. All of these proposals suffer from the
drawbacks we highlight in §3, and none can fully meet the three
desired HTAP properties (§2).
Analytical Query Acceleration. Various prior works focus
solely on analytical workloads [76, 168, 176, 230–232]. Some
of these works propose to use specialized on-chip accelerators [168, 230, 231] while others propose to use PIM to speed
up analytical operators [76, 176, 232]. However, none of these
works study the effect of data placement or task scheduling for
the analytical workload in the context of PIM or HTAP systems.
Processing-in-Memory (PIM). Many works [22, 42, 44, 45,
47, 49–52, 54, 57, 58, 60, 63, 64, 69–75, 77–80, 92, 97, 98,
102–104, 107, 207, 233–240] add compute units to the logic
layer of 3D-stacked memory to accelerate various workloads.
None of these works are designed for HTAP systems, and are
largely orthogonal. Prior PIM-based DBMS proposals [57, 76,
81, 176, 232, 241] solely focus on analytical workloads. None
of them study the effect of data placement or task scheduling for
the analytical workload in the context of PIM or HTAP systems.

DRAM

Polynesia

Number of Memory Stacks

Figure 11: Number of memory stacks vs. analytical throughput
(left). System energy (right).

We make two observations. First, Polynesia significantly
outperforms Multiple-Instance (up to 3.0×) and scales well as
we increase the stack count. This is because, as we increase
the stack count, columns can be distributed more evenly across
vault groups, which reduces the probability of multiple queries
colliding in the same vault group. Second, with increasing
dataset size, the overheads of consistency mechanism, update
propagation and analytical query execution are all higher for
Multiple-Instance, which hurts its scalability. The transactional
throughput (not shown) decreases by 54.4% at four stacks for
Multiple-Instance, compared to one stack, but decreases by only
8.8% for Polynesia.
We conclude that Polynesia scales well with the dataset size
and thus the number of 3D-stacked memories used in the HTAP
system. We believe that further performance can be achieved by
levering interconnection topologies that favor memory-centric
architectures [42, 51, 77, 223].

10.6. Energy Analysis
We model system energy similar to prior work [20, 22, 52,
224], which sums the energy consumed by the CPU cores, all
caches (modeled using CACTI-P 6.5 [225]), DRAM, and all onchip and off-chip interconnects. Fig. 11 (right) shows the total
system energy across three HTAP DBMSs. We make two observations. First, Polynesia consumes only 0.41×/0.38×/0.51×
the energy of SI-SS/SI-MVCC/MI+SW. Polynesia significantly
reduces energy consumption compared to the three HTAP
DBMSs since it eliminates a large fraction (30%) of off-chip
accesses and uses custom logic and simple in-order PIM cores
for its analytical islands. Second, the energy consumption of
MI+SW is 0.8× and 0.7× that of SI-SS and SI-MVCC. However, MI+SW still consumes more energy than Polynesia since
it (i) cannot reduce the large number of memory accesses to
off-chip memory, and (ii) uses large and power-hungry CPU
cores and caches. Such sources of energy consumption cannot
be eliminated by simply providing high memory bandwidth to
CPU cores. We conclude that Polynesia is an energy-efficient
HTAP DBMS.

12. Conclusion
We propose Polynesia, a novel HTAP system that makes use
of workload-optimized transactional and analytical islands (i.e.,
co-designed hardware/software units) to enable real-time analytical queries without sacrificing throughput. Our analytical
islands alleviate the data movement and workload interference
overheads incurred in state-of-the-art HTAP systems, while
ensuring that data replicas for analytical workloads are kept
up-to-date with the most recent version of the transactional data
replicas. Polynesia outperforms three state-of-the-art HTAP systems (with a 1.7×/3.7× higher transactional/analytical throughput on average), while consuming less energy (48% lower than
the best) and meeting all three desired HTAP properties. We
conclude that Polynesia is an effective and efficient architecture for HTAP systems. We hope that Polynesia inspires future
research and development in hardware/software co-designed
HTAP systems that take advantage of processing-in-memory.

10.7. Area Analysis
We use previously reported data [195] to determine the area
of our PIM cores (used by the analytical islands), and Calypto
Catapult [226] to determine the area of our ASIC components,
i.e, the update propagation unit and the copy unit (used by
our consistency mechanism) for a 22 nm process. Four PIM
cores require 1.8 mm2 , based on ARM Cortex-A7 (0.45 mm2
each) [195]. The area Calypto Catapult reports for our ASIC
components is 0.7 mm2 for the update propagation unit and
0.2 mm2 for the copy unit for our consistency mechanism. This
brings Polynesia’s total hardware area to 2.7 mm2 per vault.
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